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10. kup – white belt with a yellow stribe 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

45-1 Moa-seogi Feet together stance 
45-2 Dwichook-moa-seogi Stance with heels together (greeting stance) 
35 Naranhi-seogi Parallel stance 
38 Joochoom-seogi Horse stance 
42 Apkoobi Long stance 
40 Apseogi Short stance 

50-1 Gibon-joonbi-seogi Ready stance for basic techniques 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

60-18 Arae hechyomakki Low section ”separation” block 
59-15 Arae-makki Low section block 
59-10 Momtongmakki Middle section block 
59-11 Momtong anmakki Middle section block (opposite arm/leg) 
56-1 Eolgulmakki High section block 
77-1 Eolgul jireugi Punch high section 
77-2 Momtong jireugi Punch middle section 
77-3 Arae jireugi Punch low section 

 
LEG TECHNIQUE 

Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

102 Naeryo-chagi Axe kick 
103 Bakat-chagi Inside to outside axe kick 
102 An-chagi Outside to inside axe kick 
94 Ap-chagi Front kick 

 
THEORY 

Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

8 Jumeok Clenched fist 
74 Jireugi Punch from the hip with clenched fist 
93 Chagi Kick 
 Ap Front 
 An Inside/moving inwards 
 Bakat Outwards/moving outwards 
 Arae Low section 
 Momtong Middle section 
 Eolgul High section 
 Charyeo Assume greeting stance 
 Kyeongne Greet (bow) 
 Joonbi Assume ready stance 
 Keuman Stop and assume ready stance 
 Dirro dorra 180 degrees turn 
 Zuu Relax/rest 
 Do bok Taekwondo suit 
 Do jang Taekwondo training hall 
 Toga-nim Trainer below 1. dan 
 Kyosa-nim Trainer who is 1-3 dan 
 Sabum-nim Trainer who is 4. dan and above  
 Kukki jedeharjo kyeongne Greeting the flag 
 Self defence rights in DK § 13 Look at appendix 1 
 What does Taekwondo mean? Look at appendix 2 
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9. kup – yellow belt 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

37 Pyeonhi-seogi Resting stance 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

58-8 Momtong bakatmakki Outwards moving block in middle section 
76-3 Bandae jireugi Punch ”above front leg” 
76-2 Baro jireugi Punch (opposite arm/leg) 

87-21 Sonnal eolgul bakat-chigi Outwards moving punch with knife hand 
 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

96 Baldeung dollyo-chagi Roundhouse kick, hitting with the instep 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring)   3 pcs. 

Poomse Taegeuk il jang 
 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

16 Son Hand 
16 Sonnal Knife hand 
32 Baldeung Instep 
28 Dwichook Underside of the heel 
84 Chigi Strike from the shoulder 
 Dollyo Circle 
 Poom Basic technique 
 Poomse Form/Pattern (Basic techniques put together) 
 DTaF Danish taekwondo association 
 Hanna One (1) 
 Dul Two (2) 
 Set Three (3) 
 Net Four (4) 
 Il First (1.) 
 Yi Second (2.) 
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8. kup - orange belt 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

43 Dwit-koobi Side stance 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

62-24 Anpalmok momtong bakatmakki Outwards block with the inner side of the underarm 
87-20 Sonnal eolgul anchigi Knife strike in high section 

 Hansonnal jebipoom mok-chigi Strike against throat (reverse arm/leg) 
62-29 Sonnal momtongmakki Knife hand block 

 Hansonnal momtong bakatmakki Single knife hand block 
 Doo bon momtong jireugi Double punch 

 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

95 Yeop-chagi Side kick 
96 Apchook dollyo-chagi Circle kick, where you hit with the ball of the foot 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 5 pcs. 

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 3 pcs. 
Poomse Taegeuk yi jang 

 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

25 Pal Arm 
26 Palmok Underarm (armthroat) 

26-2 An-palmok The inside of the underarm 
26-1 Bakat-palmok The outer side of the underarm 
29 Balnal Knife foot 
27 Apchook Instep 
 Jebipoom Swallow technique 
 Mok Throat 
 Yeop Side 
 Tasut Five (5) 
 Sam Third (3.) 
 WT World Taekwondo 
 W.T.E. World Taekwondo Europe 
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7. kup – green belt 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

38 Na-chooeo-seogi Deep stance 
 

HAND TECHNIQUES 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

90-2 Jebipoom mok-chigi Strike against neck – Swallow technique 
67-64 Batangson momtong 

nulleomakki 
Downwards block with the palm 

84-1 Ap-chigi (deung-jumeok) Front strike (reverse knuckle punch) 
91-1 Pyeonson-keut seweo chireugi Fingerstrike with vertical hand position 

 Hansonnal momtong yeopmakki Single knife hand block to the side 
 

LEG TECHNIQUES 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

98 Dwit-chagi Back kick 
97 Bandal-chagi Half moon kick 

100 Mileo-chagi Push kick 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 7 psc. 

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 5 pcs. 
Kireugi – with a focus on: Distance control, right movement, right techniques  

Poomse Taegeuk sam jang 
Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing yourself from a grip to the wrist 

 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

11 Deung-jumeok Upper side of the closed fist 
15 Sewoon-jumeok Vertical hand position with the closed fist 
22 Batangson Palm of the hand 
17 Son-deung Back of the hand 
7-6 Son-keut Fingertips 
18 Pyeunson-keut Fingerstrike 

32-7 Balbadak Palm of foot 
91 Chireugi Stitching punch 
 Doo bon 2 or more punches 
 Mileo Push 
 What is and what does “Kihap” 

mean? 
Battlecry - Ki = energy, hap = gather/collect 

 Yusot Six (6) 
 Sah Fourth (4.) 
 What does poomse mean ? Imaginary battle (see appendix 3) 
 Shijak Begin/start 
 Kalyeo Stop/”Break” 
 Gyesok Continue 
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6. kup – blue belt 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

36 Oreun-seogi Right stance 
36 Oen-seogi Left stance 
47 Ap-koa-seogi Forwards cross stance 
47 Dwit-koa-seogi Support stance (backwards cross stance) 

 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

86-17 Me-jumeok momtong naeryo-
chigi 

Downwards moving punch with the outer side of the 
clenched fist 

89-44 Palkoop dollyo-chigi Circular elbow strike 
89-48 Palkoop pyojeok-chigi Elbow strike, using your own hand as a target 
78-1 Yeop-jireugi Side punch 

 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

97-2 Biteureo-chagi Twisting kick 
99 Beodeo-chagi Bend stretch kick 

111 Ieo-chagi Two alike kicks right after each other (different legs) 
109 Seokeo-chagi Two different kicks right after each other (same leg) 
28-2 Jijjigki Stomp / tramp / pulverize 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring)   9 pcs.  

With a focus on : Good blocks, good stances, good attacks, right target areas. 
Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi  7 pcs. 

Kireugi - 3x2 min. 
Poomse Taegeuk sah jang 

Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing yourself from shoulder/chest grip 
 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

26-4 Mit-palmok Underside of the underarm 
11 Me-jumeok Outside of the clenched fist 
25 Palkoop Elbow 
33 Dari Legs 

7-29 Mooreup Knee 
 Pyojeok Spot/point 
 Ilkup Seven (7) 
 Oh Fifth (5.) 
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5. kup – blue belt with a red stripe 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

64-43 Hansonnal eolgul biteureomakki Twist block with a single knife hand 
57-2 Eolgul bakatmakki Outwards moving block in high section 

66-63 Batangson momtongmakki Palm block in middle section 
 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

106 Twieo-chagi Flying kick with the front leg 
105 Goolleo-chagi Stomping kick 
111 Ieo seokeo-chagi Same as Ieo-chagi, but different kicks 
109 Momdollyo-chagi Body turning kick 
101 Hooryo-chagi Pull through kick 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 11 pcs.  

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 9 pcs. 
Kireugi - 3x2 min. 

With a focus on: Right blocks, powerful but controlled techniques 
Poomse Taegeuk oh jang 

Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing yourself from a throat grip (stranglehold) 
 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

45-3 Apchook-moa-seogi Toes together stance 
37 Anchong-seogi Resting stance (feet inwards) 
29 Balkeut Toes 
31 Dwikoomchi Heel 
 Mom Body 
 Jodul Eight (8) 
 Yook Sixth (6.) 
 Judge rules ”Start a fight” (Se legal folder - "judge rules" 

[dommerregler]) 
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4. kup – red belt 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

44-16 Beom-seogi Tiger stance 
52-4 Poom seogi : 

Bojumeok joonbi-seogi 
 
Covered fist stance with feet together 

 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

 Batangson geodureo momtong 
anmakki 

Palm of hand block with support (opposite arm/leg) 

60-19 Eotgeoreo araemakki Cross hand block in low section 
71-10 Gawi makki Scissor block 
15-5 Doo jumeok jecheo jireugi Double punch with clenched fist with the palm of hand 

upwards 
59-13 Momtong hechyomakki Outwards moving separation block 

 Geodeureo deung-jumeok eolgul 
apchigi 

Reverse knuckle punch, in high section with support 

85-2 Eolgul bakatchigi Outwards moving strike 
 Batangson momtong anmakki Palm of hand block (opposite arm/leg) 

 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

109 Geodeup chagi Two kicks with the same leg 
111-10,2 Pyojeok-chagi Kick with a target/point 

100-2 Nakeo chagi Hook kick 
103 Mooreupchigi Knee strike/punch 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 13 pcs.  

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 11 pcs. 
Kireugi - 3x3 min. 

Poomse Taegeuk yook jang 
Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing yourself from smothering from the back 

 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

12 Pyeon jumeok Cat fist 
15 Doo jumeok Double fist 
52 Bo jumeok Covered fist 
21 Gomson Bear hand 
39 Mo-seogi Pointy stance 
 Geodeureo Support 
 Eotgeoreo Crossing 
 Gawi Scissor 
 Ahope Nine (9) 
 Jool Ten (10) 
 Chill Seventh (7.) 
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3. kup – red belt with a black stripe 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

58-8,1 Geodeureo momtongmakki Block in the middle section with support 
60-15 Geodeureo araemakki Block in low section with support 
71-8 Oe-santeul makki One hand mountain block 
83-7 Dan-gyo teok jireugi Pull with one hand and execute punch with the other 

against the jaw 
 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

107-2 Doo-baldangsang chagi 2 flying kicks after each other, where the first is a ”fake” 
kick. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring)   15 pcs.  

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi  13 pcs. 
Kireugi - 3x3 min. with protection gear 

Poomse Taegeuk chill jang 
Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing yourself from smothering from the front side 

 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

13 Bamjumeok Chestnut fist 
30 Balnaldeung Inner side of the foot 
39 Mo-joochoom-seogi Pointy horse stance 
41 Ap-joochoom-seogi Short horse stance 
 Teok Jaw 
 Dangyo Pull 
 Santeul Mountain 
 Oe-santeul Half mountain 
 Pal Eighth (8.) 
 Taekwondo’s history See appendix 4 
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2. kup – red belt with two black stripes 
 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

63-36 Sonnal araemakki Knife hand block in low section 
64-49 Hansonnal araemakki Single knife hand block in low section 
89-45 Palkoop naeryochigi Downwards moving elbow strike 
89-43 Palkoop olryeochigi  Upwards going elbow strike 

 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

111-14 Twieo ieo-chagi Same kick twice - flying 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 17 pcs.  

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 15 pcs. 
Kireugi - 3x3 min. with protection gear 

Poomse Taegeuk pal jang 
Hosinsul (self defence) – freeing from varied grips, lying on the back  

 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

14-6 Jibge jumeok Two finger fist 
17-2 Sonnal deung Opposite knife hand 
19-5 Gawison keut Scissor finger-strike 
19-6 Hanson keut Single finger-strike 
20-7 Moeun-dooson keut Double finger-strike 
20-8 Moeun-seson keut Three finger-strike 
39 An-chung-joochoom-seogi Inwards turned horse stance 
 Olryeo Upwards moving 
 Ko Ninth (9.) 
 Ship Tenth (10.) 
 Extended knowledge to the 

judging rules: Warnings and 
minus points 

See appendix 5 
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1. kup – red belt with three black stripes 
 

STANCE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

53 Poom seogi : 
Tongmilgi joonbi-seogi 

 
Pushing ready stance 

 

HAND TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

82-3 Pyojeok-jireugi Target punch 
89-47 Palkoop yeop chigi Elbow strike to the side 

 Me jumeok arae pyojeokchigi Target punch in low section 
24 Mooreup keokki “Breaking knee” 

62-28 Anpalmok hechyomakki Separation block with the inner side of the underarm 
18-6 Pyeonsonkeut jechyo-chireugi Fingerstrike with the palm of hand up 
24 Kaljebi Punch/strike against the neck 

 

LEG TECHNIQUE 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

107-4 Twieo baggueo chagi Flying kick with the back leg 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Han bon kireugi (One step sparring) 19 pcs.  

Sam bon kireugi (Three step sparring) - pronounced “sah” bon kireugi 17 pcs. 
Kireugi - 3x3 min. with protection gear, fight with two opponents 

Knowledge of Poomse Koryo 
 

THEORY 
Page in DTaF´s official 
basic technique book 

Korean English 

21 Modeumson keut Five finger strike 
24 Keokki Breaking 
24 Agwison The curve between the thumb and the index finger 
24 Kaljebi Name for strike against the throat with agwison 

18-3 Je chin pyeonsonkeut Palm of hand up (finger-strike) 
44 O-ja-seogi T-stance 
46 Gyottari-seogi Helping stance 
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Appendix 
 

APPENDIX 1 
 
Danish Self defence right - Nødværgeretten § 13 : 
 
§13 pcs. 1 : 
”Acts made in self defence can forego punishment, if they have been nessecary to resist og deflect an unresonable 
attack or impending attack, and the self defence does not obviously pass the responsible level of danger posed by the 
danger of the attack, the person of the attacker and the attacked legally protected right”. 
 
§13 pcs.2 : 
“If somebody pass the limit for legal self defence, he can be free of punishment, if the passing of the limit is resonably 
explained in the fear or excitement created by the experience”. 
 
Note: This is an approximation of the Danish law, your teacher can explain it further. 
 
 

APPENDIX 2 
 
What does Tae Kwon Do mean ? 
 
Tae means : Foot (jump and kick) 
Kwon means : Fist/hand (punch or strike) 
Do means : System/philosophical way 
In daily speech : “Foot-kick-fist-system”. 
 
 

APPENDIX 3 
 
What is poomse? 
 
Poomse is an imaginary battle, supposing you will be attacked from all directions. 
The goal with poomse is to train the taekwondo practitioners: 
 Flexibility 
 Mussle and breathing control 
 Speed 
 Precition 
 Coordination 
 Endurance 
 
When you perform a Poomse, the following points must be met: 
 In the moment of contact, the used mussles must be tightened 
 The Poomse should be executed rythmically 
 You must know the purpose of all the movements 
 All actions must be executed as realistically as possible 
 You must always look, before you execute a technique 
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APPENDIX 4 

 
The history of Taekwondo: 
 
Taekwondo has got a interesting historical background stretching thousands of year. In the most early form it was 
probably used as a weapon by humans to protect against attacks from other human or from wild animals. When theese 
attacks could occur from any direction series of self defence techniques were developed, so that you could always 
defend yourself, no matter where the attack would come from. In doing so we had a certain pattern consisting of blocks, 
kicks and punches, which became the foundation of the Taekwondo of our times. It has not been all to clear whether 
Taekwondo were originally based in Korea or not. Some believes it should originate from Chia or other Asian 
countries, but the historical evidence does not support those conclusions. 
 
The origins of eastern martial arts are ascribet to the Indian buddhist monk Bodhidharma. According to some Chan 
buddhist text-books, Bodhidharma came to China in the 6th century AD. He founded a monestry at Shaolin-So, where 
he started teaching in special breathing techniques and meditation. When the monks lacked the physical capability of 
practicing his strict techniques, he taught them some methods to control their body and soul. These methods later 
became the foundation for the Chinese martial arts, like Kung Fu, Kempo and Tai Chi Chuan. 
 
In Korea the first tangible evidence on Taekwondo can be dated back to the “Three kingdom” period. A mural painting 
in a cave, built in the Kingdom of Koguryo (37 BC-66AD) in southern Manchuria (North Korea) definatedly shows two 
men in a fight. This is but one of several murals, found in several caves. As this mural can be dated to somewhere 
between 3-447 AD, it can safely be assumed that Taekwondo was known in Korea at that time. That is to be taken as – 
long time before Bodhidharma arrived in China. 
 
In the kingdom Silla (57BC-936AD) the Taekwondo reached a high level. It was Silla uniting the three kingdoms, first 
with Paekje in 668AD and then with Koguryo in 670 AD. A military organization called Hwa Rang Do played a great 
role in the unification of the three kingdoms. Hwa Rang Do consisted of young nobles from the best families. Those 
young warriors practiced an early form of Taekwondo called Soo Bak. 
 
It was in the Koryo dynasty (935 AD-1392AD) that Taekwondo achieved its greatest popularity. Soo Bak Do, as 
Taekwondo was called then, was trained as a sport with standardized rules. 
Later throught the various Yi-dynasties (1392AD-1920AD) Soo Bak Do or Tae Kyon as it later was called had a fall in 
popularity. The founder of the Yi-dynasty King Taejo made Confucianism state religion replacing Buddhism. 
According to cunfucianism “upper men” should use their time to study Chinese texts, create poetry or play music, 
physical exercise was only for the ordinary people. 
 
During the Japanese occupation (1910-1945) of Korea, the Japanese forbade any cultural activity – and therefore also 
Tae Kyon, which could only be trained in the deepest secrecy. In this period the Japanese brought new styles like 
Karate and Kung Fu to Korea. New and old techniques were mixed and styles such as tang Soo Do and Kong Soo Do 
were created. 
 
After 2nd world war a group of instructors had a great interest in reawaking the original Tae Kyon. It resulted in 6 large 
schools going together, and later it was decided to chose the new name Taekwondo. 
 
See next page for Year overview of the history of Taekwondo. 
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Historical Annual overview of Taekwondo 
 
3-427 AD The first proof of Korean Taekwondo like techniques are found on a mural dated to this period. 

The mural is from a cave in what was then the Koguryu Kingdom. 
 
500-600 AD The Indian buddhist monk Bodhidharma arrived at a monestry at Shaolin-So in China. Here he 

taught meditation and special physical exercise and breathing techniques. Due to the training the 
monks were taught a high level of control over body and mind. The methods made the ground for 
the Chinese martial arts, like Kung Fu, Kempo and Tai Chi Chuan. Due to his teachings are dated 
much later than the Koguryo mural it is not correct that he founded the Asian martial art. 

 
57 f.kr.-668 AD The kingdom Silla ruled an area which in size fits wit the southeastern part of modern South Korea. 
 
37 f.kr-668 AD The kingdom Koguryo reigned in the north in an area about the size of modern North Korea or 

Manchuria. Here they had a public movement by the name of Kyung Dang, which trained military 
techniques supported by the official military, Son Bae. 

 
18 f.kr-670 e.kr The kingdom Paekche ruled in the southwest, which is like great parts of the modern south Korea. 
 
Ca.576 AD The Hwarang school was founded in Silla by the buddhist monk Won Kwang Bopsa at the wish of 

king Jin Hung. Hwarang, meaning ”flowering youth” were comprised of young, well trained, and 
highly motived noblemen. They were among other things trained in martial technique, military 
technique, philosophy and ethics. The martial system they trained after were most often named 
Soo Bak. There was a large emphasis on haveing a high moral attitude, both among other people, 
and in battle. 

 
668-670 AD The period of the three kingdoms ended, when Silla gathered Paekche, the southern parts of 

Koguryo and Sila to a grand Silla and created a Korean state with a central government. 
 
670-918 AD The kingdom great Silla ruled over the combined Korea. When Silla was able to gather the three 

kingdoms, it was, among other things, the Hwarang warriors, due to their talent and battle morale, 
who were making this happen. The martial arts of the day, which were shown at official events 
was among others, Soo Bak (which primarily had hand techniques), Tok Kyon I, which later 
turned into Tae Kyon (primarily leg techniques), Ssirum (wrestling) and Kyok Gom (sword 
fighting). 

918-1392 AD The Koryo-dynasty Koryo-dynastiet was replacing after great Silla. Soo Bak became in that period 
more popular and was no longer only a martial discipline, but also a sport with a set of rules. 

 
 
1392-1910 AD The Yi-dynasty replaced the Koryo-dynasty, and Cunfusianism was made state religion instead of 

the Buddhism. According to the confusianicm learned men should use their time on studying 
Chinese texts, poems or play music. Physical exersice was only for normal people. As a 
consequence there was a fall in popularity for the martial arts like Soo Bak and Taekyon. 

 
1790 AD The generals Yi Dok Mu og Park Tae Ka wrote the first martial arts text book, Mu Ye Do Bo 

Tong Ji. In four tomes they described in text and figures 24 different korean martial arts, which 
were in danger of becoming forgotten, because the army were primarily training archery. 

 
1910-1945 AD During the japanese occubation the government forbade all Korean cultural activities and forced 

the native Koreans to get Japanese names. Every kind of training the Korean martial art systems 
were illegal, and could only be trained secretly. The Japanese brought new martial art styles to 
Korea, among those Judo and Karate. Those were mixed with the older styles, and systems like 
Tang Soo Do and Kong Soo Do were created. 

 
1945 AD Korea was free again and the army started teaching korean martial arts. New shools were opened, 

for example Chun Do Kwan and Moo Duk Kwan. In the following years several other came. 
 
1955 AD The leaders of the big schools or Kwans met the11th of april with the goal of gathering the various 

styles into one system. They agreed on the name Tang Soo Do, which was later changed to 
Taekwondo, which better described the art and sounded more like Taekkyeon, one of the 
precursors of Taekwondo. 

 
1963 AD General Choi Hong Hee, 9. dan, became the leader for the newly founded International 

Taekwondo Federation (ITF). He was one of the main men behind the gathering into one system. 
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1968 AD Choi Hong Hee were exiled from South Korea after a failed coup attempt. 
 
 
1972 AD Kukkiwon were initiated. Kukkiwon was later made the headquarter of Taekwondo. 
 
1973 AD On the 28th of May the World Taekwondo Federation (WTF) was inaugurated with Dr. Un Young 

Kim as president. The first world championship were held in Kukkiwon. 
 
1973-1975 AD The Hyong’s and Palgwe’er, which in style reminded much of Karate were replaced in the WIF by 

Taegeuk’s and the current high-belt poomsae. The Taegeuk poomse were developed in 
cooperation with Tae Kyon mester Song Dok Gi and Taekwondo masters. In the new series shorter 
and less wide stances were introduced along with the leg techniques which Taekwondo now are 
famous for. 

 

 Taekwondo in Denmark. 
1968 
Taekwondo was introduced in Denmark by two Dutch instructors, Theo P. Salm og Bernd Denni, who taught on 
campsites during their vacation. One of the students was Gunnar Sørensen, who got Taekwondo introduced as a 
discipline in cooperation with the Danish Judo union. 
 
1971 
Gunnar Sørensen, back then 4. kup, opened the first club in Denmark, with about 100 members in Sønderborg. 
 
1972  
Gunnar Sørensen were the first national coach for Denmark. 
 
1975 
On the 15. februar the Danish Taekwondo Association (DTaF) was created with Gunnar Sørensen as the Chairman. 
 
1976 
Choi Kyong-An arrived at Denmark and became Danish national coach. 
 
1977 
DTaF was accepted in W.T.E (formerly ETU) og WT (formerly WTF) 
 
1980 
DTaF joined the Danish sports association (DIF). 
Ko Tae-Jeong arrived at Denmark and became Danish national coach. 
DTaF was in cooperation with Esbjerg Taekwondo club hosting the 3. European championship in Esbjerg. 
 
1982 
Jan Jensen is elected as the chairman of DTaF. 
 
1983 
The 6´th world championship for men and the 1´st world championship for women is held in the Brøndby sports hall. 
 
1984 
Thommas Holt is elected as the chairman for DTaF. 
 
1990 
DTaF was host for the 8´th European championship in Århus. 
 
1993 
Ky Tu Dang is hired as national coach in technique. 
 
1995 
Søren Holmgård Knudsen passed, as the first in DTaF the sports leaderacademy education. 
 
1998 
The secretariat is moved to Ølgod and Birthe G. Mikkelsen is hired as secretarial leader. 
 
1999 
DTaF accepts, after a year of work, a new structure where the board of directors goes from 9 to 5 members and the 
regions are dissasembled. Furthermore committes are created, one with focus on the with in taekwondo, and one for the 
elite, which must work to strengthen DTaF to the challenges of the future. 
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DTaF was in cooperation with Kolding Taekwondo club host for the European championships in technique. 
 
2000 
Karin Schwartz-Hansen is elected as chairman of DTaF. 
Steen Knuth is hired as national coach in kyorugi. 
 
2001 
Bjarne Johansen is hired as natinal coach in kyorugi. 
 
2002 
Choi Kyoung-An becomes the highest graded in Denmark and the north with 9.dan 
 
2003 
Henrik Frost is hired as national coach in technique. 
 
2004 
Søren Holmgård Knudsen is elected as chairman for DTaF. 
 
2007 
DTaF is offered the world championship in 2009 on the WT general assembly in Beijing. 
Thommas Holt is chosen to the board of W.T.E. 
Jesper Roesen is hired as national coach in kyorugi. 
Nicole Linde Jensen is hired as national coach in technique. 
DTaF hires its first event administrator among with 5 event leaders. 
DTaF has 5 international fightjudges and two international technique judges. 
 
2008 
Mark Lee Larsen is hired as national coach in technique. 
DTaF hires its first with consultant, Jan Jørgensen. 
DTaF participates in DIFs project "kvinder på toppen" [females at the top] 2008-2010 along with 7 other special 
associations who are members of DIF. 
Torben Sachmann Hansen passed as the first in DTaF Sport Event Denmark´s event education. 
 
2009 
DTaF is host for the 19´th world championship in kyorugi in Copenhagen. It becomes the largest world championship 
measured in the number of participating nations, ever to have been held in Denmark. 
Torben Sachmann Hansen is constututed as temporary chairman for DTaF. 
 
2010 
Ejnar Mikkelsen is elected as chairman for DTaF. 
Tommy Mortensen is hired as national coach in kyorugi.  
Amir Rashid is hired as sports director. 
Ky Tu Dang is graded to 8. Dan. As the first dane. 
 
2012 
DTaF starts a cooperation with Udvikling Fyn – Sport & Event about the Danish championships in Odense. 
 
2013  
DTaF’s general assembly accepts a new structure and new legal and rule-procedures. Wandy Nielsen and Momme 
Knutzen id graded to 8. Dan. 
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APPENDIX 5 

 
Judging rules (warnings and minuspoints): 
 
Illegal attacks : “Kyong-go” (warning) : 
1. Grabbing your opponent 
2. Pushing your opponent with shoulder, body, hand or arm 
3. Hold your opponent with hands or arms 
4. Cross the safety line by purpose 
5. Flee from the fight by turning the back to the opponent 
6. Fall on purpose 
7. Pretending pain 
8. Attacking with the knee 
9. Attacking the private parts on purpose 
10. Stomp og kick part of the opponents leg on purpose 
11. Attacking the opponents head with a hand or fist 
12. Gesticulate or indicate scoring, or withdrawal of point, by lifting hands or likewise gestures 
13. Unwanted remarks or unfit behavior from the fighter or the second 

 
See indepth comments in the lawfolder, in the section called "Dommerregler") 
 
Illegal attacks: “Gam-jeom” (minuspoint) : 
1. Attacking an opponent who has fallen 
2. Purposeful attack after the fight leader has announced “kal-yeo” 
3. Purposeful attacking the back of the opponent or the backside of the head 
4. Attack against the opponent’s head with hand or fist 
5. Head-butting 
6. Cross the sideline (12x12) 
7. Throwing the opponent 
8. Violent behaviour or unwanted remarks from the opponent or seconds side 

 
See indepth comments in the lawfolder, in the section called "Dommerregler") 
 


